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The neuron (mossy fiber and granule cell)The neuron (mossy fiber and granule cell)

http://bio.winona.msus.edu/berg/ILLUST/neuron.jpg



Neural Neural innervationinnervation
The mossy fiber terminal contacts the dendrites of as many 
as 50 granule cells, with 1-10 release sites per granule cell



Our synapse of interest…Our synapse of interest…

Action potential of mossy fiber propagates Action potential of mossy fiber propagates 
to the terminal to the terminal Ca++ influxCa++ influx
Glutamate vesicles fuse with Glutamate vesicles fuse with presynapticpresynaptic
membrane and spill into cleft spacemembrane and spill into cleft space
Glutamate binds to AMPA receptors on Glutamate binds to AMPA receptors on 
the granule cell postsynaptic membrane, the granule cell postsynaptic membrane, 
causing influx of ions causing influx of ions synaptic currentsynaptic current



DensensitizationDensensitization

High levels of High levels of extracellularextracellular glutamate in the glutamate in the 
synaptic cleft will synaptic cleft will densensitizedensensitize AMPA receptors, AMPA receptors, 
that is they will become inactive in response to that is they will become inactive in response to 
prolonged glutamate concentrationprolonged glutamate concentration
This allows control of the EPSC otherwise the This allows control of the EPSC otherwise the 
postsynaptic cell would continually firepostsynaptic cell would continually fire
The rate of entry into the The rate of entry into the densensitizeddensensitized state state 
allows for the shaping of the post synaptic allows for the shaping of the post synaptic 
response and thus shortresponse and thus short--term plasticityterm plasticity



SynapseSynapse

http://www.biology.eku.edu/RITCHISO/synapse6.jpg



Some more helpful info…Some more helpful info…
Short term plasticityShort term plasticity-- the the 
change in synaptic change in synaptic 
transmission either by transmission either by 
depression or facilitationdepression or facilitation
SpilloverSpillover-- Molecules from Molecules from 
one release site diffuse to one release site diffuse to 
an adjacent an adjacent dendriticdendritic
processprocess
PoolingPooling-- build up of build up of 
extracellularextracellular
neurotransmitterneurotransmitter



My rendition of spilloverMy rendition of spillover



Experiment IntroductionExperiment Introduction
Glutamate is the major excitatory Glutamate is the major excitatory 
neurotransmitter in the brainneurotransmitter in the brain
EM studies show release sites onto EM studies show release sites onto 
different different dendriticdendritic processes are close to processes are close to 
eachothereachother suggesting that suggesting that 
neurotransmitter spillover between neurotransmitter spillover between 
adjacent release sites can occuradjacent release sites can occur
This spillover between sites contributes to This spillover between sites contributes to 
the time course of mossy fiber synaptic the time course of mossy fiber synaptic 
currentscurrents



Experiment Introduction (2)Experiment Introduction (2)
Prolonged elevation of Prolonged elevation of extracellularextracellular glutamate glutamate 
will desensitize glutamate receptorswill desensitize glutamate receptors
This also suggests that spillover can desensitize This also suggests that spillover can desensitize 
receptors at neighboring postsynaptic densities receptors at neighboring postsynaptic densities 
(PSD)(PSD)
DensensitzationDensensitzation is known to produce short term is known to produce short term 
depression at other synapses depression at other synapses 
Granule cell AMPA receptors rapidly desensitizeGranule cell AMPA receptors rapidly desensitize
Desensitization produces short term depression Desensitization produces short term depression 
of the excitatory postsynaptic current (EPSC)of the excitatory postsynaptic current (EPSC)



Next, Understanding the title…Next, Understanding the title…
““UltrastructuralUltrastructural contributions to desensitization at contributions to desensitization at 
cerebellarcerebellar mossy fiber to granule cell synapses”mossy fiber to granule cell synapses”
What is What is ultrastructureultrastructure??

The detailed structure of a biological system The detailed structure of a biological system 
as seen through electron microscopy, the as seen through electron microscopy, the 
level of organization at the level of organization at the submicrometersubmicrometer
rangerange

Mossy fiber/ Granule cell?Mossy fiber/ Granule cell?
Types of neurons, mossy fibers provide the Types of neurons, mossy fibers provide the 
major excitatory input to major excitatory input to cerebellarcerebellar granule granule 
cells, the most numerous cell type in the brain cells, the most numerous cell type in the brain 
??

Cerebellum is part of the brain responsible for Cerebellum is part of the brain responsible for 
coordination of complex movement, posture and coordination of complex movement, posture and 
balancebalance



What do we want to know?What do we want to know?

We want to evaluate the role of We want to evaluate the role of 
desensitization at mossy fiber to granule desensitization at mossy fiber to granule 
cell synapses and how synaptic cell synapses and how synaptic 
ultrastructureultrastructure could contribute to short could contribute to short 
term depression at the mossy fiberterm depression at the mossy fiber--
granule cell synapsegranule cell synapse



Materials and MethodsMaterials and Methods

3 Major parts of the experiment3 Major parts of the experiment
ElectrophysiologyElectrophysiology

SagittalSagittal cerebellarcerebellar slices were prepared from slices were prepared from 
the the vermisvermis of 17of 17--21 day old Sprague 21 day old Sprague DawleyDawley
rats, cut to 300 rats, cut to 300 μμmm thickness. thickness. 
Granule cells were voltage clamped at Granule cells were voltage clamped at --70mV 70mV 
for whole cell recordings of AMPA for whole cell recordings of AMPA EPSCsEPSCs at at 
34 34 °°C C 
Mossy fibers received single or paired stimuli Mossy fibers received single or paired stimuli 
every 20every 20--60 sec., paired stimuli 60 sec., paired stimuli ∆∆t = 10 t = 10 msecmsec



Results: PairedResults: Paired--pulse depressionpulse depression
Paired pulse ratio (PPR) = Paired pulse ratio (PPR) = 
amplitude EPSC2/amplitude amplitude EPSC2/amplitude 
EPSC1 (relative measure of EPSC1 (relative measure of 
depression)depression)
EPSC2 significantly depressed EPSC2 significantly depressed 
in controlin control
To evaluate whether depressed To evaluate whether depressed 
response was caused by AMPA response was caused by AMPA 
desensitization, desensitization, cyclothiazidecyclothiazide
was added (prevents was added (prevents 
desensitization)desensitization)
CTZ relieves depression CTZ relieves depression 
significantly and speeds significantly and speeds 
recoveryrecovery



Results: PairedResults: Paired--pulse depression (2)pulse depression (2)

At 2mM external calcium, At 2mM external calcium, 
PPR in control was 0.43 PPR in control was 0.43 
and in CTZ was 0.65and in CTZ was 0.65
PPR studied under different PPR studied under different 
initial release probability initial release probability 
(pr) by increasing external (pr) by increasing external 
calcium to 3mMcalcium to 3mM
A greater extent of paired A greater extent of paired 
pulse depression observedpulse depression observed
Other experiments Other experiments 
performed to show CTZ has performed to show CTZ has 
no other effects at synapseno other effects at synapse
Desensitization responsible Desensitization responsible 
for short term depression!for short term depression!



Materials and Methods (2)Materials and Methods (2)

Electron microscopyElectron microscopy
The cerebellum of two postnatal day 18 rats The cerebellum of two postnatal day 18 rats 
was removed was removed 
UltrathinUltrathin series were cut, one from each rat, series were cut, one from each rat, 
of 96 and 177 sections, and photographedof 96 and 177 sections, and photographed
Images were processed to give 3D Images were processed to give 3D 
reconstructions reconstructions 
Search algorithm used to determine centerSearch algorithm used to determine center--
center distance between release sites along center distance between release sites along 
mossy fiber surfacemossy fiber surface



Results: Serial EM reconstructionsResults: Serial EM reconstructions
Blue = mossy fiber axonBlue = mossy fiber axon
Pink = granule cell dendritePink = granule cell dendrite
Yellow = Yellow = glialglial cellcell
Image represents 2D Image represents 2D 
ultrastructureultrastructure
Mossy fiber contacts large Mossy fiber contacts large 
number of granule cell dendrites number of granule cell dendrites 
which cover most of its surface which cover most of its surface 
areaarea
Asterisks represent release sitesAsterisks represent release sites
Release sites determined by:Release sites determined by:

PresynapticPresynaptic cluster of vesiclescluster of vesicles
Active zone materialActive zone material
Postsynaptic densityPostsynaptic density



Results: Serial EM reconstructions (2)Results: Serial EM reconstructions (2)

Blue is Blue is presynapticpresynaptic axon, yellow is axon, yellow is glialglial contact, red is postsynaptic densities on contact, red is postsynaptic densities on 
opposing opposing dendriticdendritic processesprocesses
Climbing fiber shows no useClimbing fiber shows no use--dependent desensitization dependent desensitization 
Mossy fiber Mossy fiber ultrastructureultrastructure vs. climbing fibervs. climbing fiber-- glialglial boundariesboundaries
At the Mossy fiber, At the Mossy fiber, gliaglia are located at a considerable distance from most release are located at a considerable distance from most release 
sites which are the only structure in sites which are the only structure in glomerulusglomerulus known to express glut. transportersknown to express glut. transporters
GliaGlia ultrastructureultrastructure has important effect on desensitization, plasticity and spillovhas important effect on desensitization, plasticity and spilloverer



Results: Serial EM reconstructions (3)Results: Serial EM reconstructions (3)

All release sites were All release sites were 
identified for each mossy fiberidentified for each mossy fiber
On averageOn average

CenterCenter--center distance to center distance to 
nearest neighbor was 0.46nearest neighbor was 0.46±±
0.160.16μμmm
7.1 7.1 ±± 0.3 sites were 0.3 sites were 
encountered 1encountered 1μμm awaym away
2.6 release sites per square 2.6 release sites per square 
micrometermicrometer

ConclusionConclusion-- release sites are release sites are 
very close!very close!



Materials and Methods (3)Materials and Methods (3)

Modeling glutamate diffusion and AMPA Modeling glutamate diffusion and AMPA 
receptor desensitizationreceptor desensitization

Diffusion modeled as a single vesicle from a single release siteDiffusion modeled as a single vesicle from a single release site
as an instantaneous point source on an infinite plane surfaceas an instantaneous point source on an infinite plane surface

C = concentration, C = concentration, tt is time since release, M is total amount of is time since release, M is total amount of 
glutamate release, D is the diffusion constant. Glutamate glutamate release, D is the diffusion constant. Glutamate 
concentration in concentration in molaritymolarity::

Two models derived in considering the role of glutamate Two models derived in considering the role of glutamate 
diffusion, slow vs. fast desensitization of receptorsdiffusion, slow vs. fast desensitization of receptors



My rendition of the diffusionMy rendition of the diffusion



Materials and Methods (3)Materials and Methods (3)

Based on EMBased on EM
Vesicle radius (ρ) = 25 nmVesicle radius (ρ) = 25 nm
Cleft width at the synapse (λ)= 20 nmCleft width at the synapse (λ)= 20 nm

Vesicle glutamate conc. = 100mM, or Vesicle glutamate conc. = 100mM, or 
about 4000 moleculesabout 4000 molecules
Diffusion constant in Diffusion constant in extracellularextracellular space space 
estimated to be 0.4 µm2/msecestimated to be 0.4 µm2/msec



Results: Simulation and modelingResults: Simulation and modeling
Consider dynamics of glutamate in Consider dynamics of glutamate in 
extracellularextracellular space, approximated space, approximated 
as a flat planeas a flat plane
Glutamate rapidly diffuses from Glutamate rapidly diffuses from 
release site, after 0.3 release site, after 0.3 msecmsec it has it has 
spread 1 spread 1 μμmm awayaway
Within the nearest neighbor Within the nearest neighbor 
distance (about 0.5 distance (about 0.5 μμmm away), away), 
glutamate reaches a peak glutamate reaches a peak 
concentration of 150 concentration of 150 μμMM within within 
0.15 0.15 msecmsec
AMPA receptor desensitization is AMPA receptor desensitization is 
half maximal at 5half maximal at 5--10 10 μμMM
At 1 At 1 μμmm away (7 neighbors), away (7 neighbors), 
glutamate conc. is above 10 glutamate conc. is above 10 μμMM
for 5.7 for 5.7 msecmsec



Results: Simulation and modeling (2)Results: Simulation and modeling (2)
Do these levels induce Do these levels induce 
significant AMPA significant AMPA 
desensitization?desensitization?
Examine two modelsExamine two models
In both models a significant In both models a significant 
proportion of receptors enter proportion of receptors enter 
desensitized state by 10 desensitized state by 10 msecmsec
At the mossy fiber, glutamate At the mossy fiber, glutamate 
transporters appear to play transporters appear to play 
only a minor role on the time only a minor role on the time 
scale of 10 scale of 10 msecmsec
Key result: Low levels of Key result: Low levels of 
glutamate are sufficient to glutamate are sufficient to 
desensitize AMPA receptors at desensitize AMPA receptors at 
neighboring sites, the extent of neighboring sites, the extent of 
which is greater for more which is greater for more 
rapidly desensitizing receptorsrapidly desensitizing receptors



SummarySummary
Mossy fiber to granule cell synapse exhibits Mossy fiber to granule cell synapse exhibits 
pairedpaired--pulse depressionpulse depression
This depression is caused by postsynaptic This depression is caused by postsynaptic 
receptor desensitizationreceptor desensitization
Anatomical findings about Anatomical findings about ultrastructureultrastructure support support 
the model that this the model that this densensitizationdensensitization arises from arises from 
a high density of release sites and glutamate a high density of release sites and glutamate 
spillover and pooling from these sites, in other spillover and pooling from these sites, in other 
words the mossy fiber words the mossy fiber ultrastructureultrastructure plays a vital plays a vital 
role in desensitization and shortrole in desensitization and short--term depressionterm depression



CritiqueCritique

Many assumptions are made in the Many assumptions are made in the 
models, particularly that diffusion occurs models, particularly that diffusion occurs 
on an infinite flat planeon an infinite flat plane
Actual topography of cell is highly Actual topography of cell is highly 
convoluted and tortuous which has large convoluted and tortuous which has large 
effect on diffusion dynamicseffect on diffusion dynamics
The 3D EM reconstructions could have The 3D EM reconstructions could have 
been imported into simulation software to been imported into simulation software to 
produce a more realistic 3D diffusionproduce a more realistic 3D diffusion
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